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Objective:
Vitrification followed by rewarming and transfer of embryos results in impressive cryo-survival
and clinical pregnancy rates (PRs), while enhancing clinical results after preimplantation genetic
diagnosis (PGD). Limited research has examined if the time from biopsy to vitrification and
from re-warming to the embryo transfer (ET) has an impact on clinical outcomes. We sought to
determine whether the total elapsed time of euploid embryo culture after biopsy up until frozen
embryo transfer (FET) has an impact on PRs.
Design:
Retrospective analysis
Materials and Methods:
Autologous and donor FET cycles with a euploid single embryo transfer (SET) were analyzed.
Re-warmed euploid embryos underwent a trophectoderm biopsy (TE) and vitrification during a
previous cycle. Two groups were identified by ranking the total elapsed culture time from biopsy
to vitrification, and from warming to transfer: same day biopsy/vitrification cycles (SDBV)
(embryos were biopsied on day 5 or day 6 and vitrified on the same day); and next day

biopsy/vitrification (NDBV) (embryos were biopsied day 5, vitrified day 6). A logistic regression
analysis was used to determine a correlation of elapsed time in culture from biopsy to FET and
PR.
Results:
A total of 362 cycles met criteria for inclusion (SDBV=325 and NDBV=37). PR observed for
SDBV was 75.2% and for NDBV was 70.3%. No correlation was found between time in culture
from biopsy to FET and pregnancy outcomes (p>0.05).
Conclusions:
Vitrification is an excellent tool in the IVF laboratory, enabling better clinical flexibility in
planning a patient’s IVF protocol. This study is the first of its kind to analyze the impact of
delayed vitrification of biopsied embryos. We found no correlation between time in culture to
successful ET. Embryologists can be reassured that prolonging culture of embryos following
biopsy does not negatively impact implantation.
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